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Abstract 

This paper explicates programming technique of extracting twitter data, the micro blog 

that serves as a rich source for sentiment analysis via the opinions shared by millions of 

users. The paper primarily focuses on the detailed implementation of ‘R’ language for 

twitter data extraction. “Windows 10” has been used as a keyword to extract relevant 

opinions from the twitter. These extracted tweets on beta release of windows 10 provide an 

aid during customer feedback loop by the manufacturers. 
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1. Introduction 
 
   Opinion Mining is attributable to the discipline of Natural language processing (NLP) and 

Information extraction (IE) and connotes to trail the sentiments of people on a particular 

topic, product or individual. Plethora of opinions, emotions and attitudes about a topic or 

product in textual form do exist on the web. Using the techniques for opinion mining the 

relevant information out of voluminous data is extracted in a useful manner. The polarity of 

the opinions extracted may be attributed as positive, negative or neutral which help the 

customer in many ways. 

 

To elaborate further, we may consider an instance where a buyer intending to purchase a 

camera seeks the product comments and reviews, posted by individuals who have just 

bought the product or have been using it for quite some time. Analogously, the same 

customer feedback (opinion) on the product camera would benefit the company 

manufacturing the product; improve its product quality, influencing its marketing. Thus, 

opinionated mining on the review/feedback data benefits the buyer in forming the right 

buying decision and the manufacturer to better their products.   

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses about the social media and 

micro blogging and section 3 discusses significance of twitter in opinion mining. In section 

4, we have implemented programming method ‘R’ whereas section 5 shows various non-

programming methods and finally, section 6, provides the conclusions of our study. 
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2. Theoretical underpinnings of social media and micro -blogging  

    An important medium, serving as a consolidated and interactive platform for dissemination 

of information, thoughts and opinions effectively and efficiently, has been the social web [7] 

in the form of blogs and social networking sites, for creating and exchanging user generated 

content. Social media has gained abundant popularity in the past decade which is evident by 

its ubiquity as a powerful source of news updates, networking, entertainment, viral marketing 

and online collaboration [8]. It is for the readers’ interest and knowledge we categorize the 

most popular social media forms in current use, below. 

 

2.1 Social Networks 

      The web usage growing abundantly have triggered rapid growth of social networking sites 

like Facebook, LinkedIn and the likes [6], permitting users to create web pages enabling them 

to share content, communications and media with their colleagues, friends and other users. 

This procreates voluminous data to be assimilated for sentiment analysis. 
 

2.2 Web blogs 

         

      Blogs as online journals permit people to write about the topics they want to share with 

others serving as a source of opinion in sentiment analysis [2]. Adding an article to a blog is 

‘blogging’ and these individual articles are known as ‘blog post’ or ‘entries’. A person who 

posts these entries is known as ‘blogger’. 

 

2.3  Micro blogs 

 

       Micro blogs [5] are most popular blogging tools that allow users to post short texts of few 

lines, upload images and videos. Micro blogging promotes content distribution through 

mobile devices and serves as common medium for posting quick updates. Billions of users 

share opinions on different aspects of life everyday on Twitter [8]. 

 

2.4 Content Communities 

 

      Content communities are the platforms attributed towards content, image and video - 

organization, sharing and commenting. YouTube, Flickr and scribed are some of the famous 

content communities. 
 

2.5 Review Sites 

 

      E-Commerce has been very popular in the present era, providing a great interacting 

platform between consumers and manufacturers. The product reviews and feedbacks are vital 

for both the customers intending to buy a product and also to the merchants. A large number 

of user generated reviews about product, restaurant, mobile, etc. is available on the internet 

that helps user in making purchasing decisions [3].  
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3. Significance of Twitter Data in Opinion Mining 

    The most well-liked micro-blogging platform is twitter which contains a very large number 

of short messages called tweet. Each tweet is limited to 140 characters and this upper bound 

make users to construct focused updates. Twitter has over 284 million monthly active user’s 

accounts which share 500 million tweets per day. As we can see the audience of twitter grows 

every day, this data can be efficiently used in opinion mining and sentiment analysis tasks.  

To proceed with the task of opinion mining, twitter micro blogs have been taken into 

consideration. Readers would appreciate to know the following reasons [1] justifying usage of 

twitter data for applying sentiment analysis.   

 Micro blogging platforms form basis for diverse people to express their opinion about 

varied topics, lending itself to a valuable source to access people’s opinions. 

 Twitter is attributed with massive text posts growing rapidly everyday leading to a 

collection of arbitrarily large corpus. 

 The plethora of twitter audiences span from regular users to celebrities, making it 

possible to collect posts from users belonging to different social and interests groups. 

 Twitter users span across several countries, largely comprising users from U.S. owing to 

which it is possible to collect twitter data in varied languages. 

To fulfill the objective of applying sentiment analysis we first need to proceed with collection 

of tweets by implementing various methods for twitter data extraction as explicated and 

exemplified in this paper. Following the tweets extraction we proceed with building the 

corpus of retrieved texts posts from twitter. The corpus is then classified under three sets of 

texts as: positive emotions, negative emotions or no emotions. Finally, experimental 

evaluations are carried out to ascertain the polarity of the texts in the given corpus [4]. 

4. Programming Method of Twitter Data Extraction 

    Extraction of twitter data can be possible using programming techniques and non-

programming techniques. In programming technique we have open source R language 

working across different platforms such as Windows, Linux, Mac etc. It is viewed as the 

scripting language for the R environment.  R is used for deep statistical analysis in a variety 

of applications including data mining and visualizations. R language has System and User 

packages through which we are able to extract information from twitter API for Opinion 

Mining. Some of the important package of R includes: 

 twitteR: This package provides an R based twitter client. 

 ROAuth: This package provides an interface to the OAuth 1.0 specification, allowing 

users to authenticate via OAuth to the server of their choice.  

 stringr: stringr is used for strings to make them consistent and simpler to use. It comprise 

of all functions to deal with zero length character appropriately.  

 httr: This package provides useful tools for working with HTTP. The API is based 

around http verbs (GET (), POST (), etc) with pluggable components to control the 

request (authenticate (), add_headers() and so on). 
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 rjson: This package converts R object into JSON objects and vice-versa. JSON is used to 

retain and display data. JSON connotes to a key-value data store that can map directly to 

JavaScript objects. 

 jsonlite: It is a robust and high performance json parser and generator for R 

 bit64:  It provides S3 class for vectors and matrices of 64bit (signed) integers. It helps to 

perform fast algorithmic operations such as 'match' and 'order' support interactive data 

manipulation. 

 devtools: This package contains collection of development tools to make the code easier. 

We can classify the twitter programming APIs as Search and Streaming APIs. They both 

serve for tweet collection and are the indispensable parts of Twitter programming. However, 

the difference lies between two in the searching mechanism. The search APIs back traces in 

time and streaming traces forward in time. For the maximum efficiency we need to exercise 

right judgment on usage of each API at apt time. If we have nothing to start with, the search 

APIs is the best option. We collect tweets on a subject to fill in the past days tweets. This is 

often attributed as back-filling. With a database populated up to the present moment, we can 

then turn on the streaming API and confine all tweets going forward. The examples of twitter 

search API used for tweets extraction are given below: 

4.1 Twitter Search API and R 

We use R packages to query the Twitter search API in order to collect tweets into R for 

Opinion Mining. To accomplish this task we firstly, create an application using our twitter 

account and then Install R and required R packages. Next we will authenticate twitter Search 

API and lastly, we used to run query using R query structure and save to database. 

We established a secure connection between R console and twitter. This requires logging to 

our respective twitter account in order to create a new twitter app under “My Applications” 

by clicking “Create New App”.  A suitable name, description, and website are provided to the 

app to access it in order to fetch tweets. Once created, we can also change the permissions of 

app to allow the application to read, write and access the messages under “modify app 

permissions”. To fire query using R we also required token actions which can be generated 

under “Create my access token.” After the twitter app set up, we need to install R and its 

required packages like devtools, twitteR, httr, ROAuth. We used the Rstudio, an integrated 

development environment and GUI for R. Then, twitter authentication had done using 

setup_twitter_oauth() function provided customer key, customer secret key, access token, 

access token secret as  arguments as per the New App Credentials created above. After a 

successfully authenticated we had searched the twitter for tweets extraction using a function 

of twitter package as searchTwitter().The search terms, no.of tweets and language of tweets 

needed are few of its arguments need to be passed. We had used “Windows 10” as a search 

term to extract twitter data. The extracted tweets using R packages are displayed in Figure1. 

Moreover, Figure 2 provides a basic outline of Rstudio IDE and its various working areas. 

The various packages and their dependencies as install during the process is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The environment variables used during the process are depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 1:  Tweets on Windows 10 as extracted using R packages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Rstudio IDE 
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Figure 3. User Packages used for twitter extraction in Rstudio IDE 

 

 

Figure 4.  Environment history of twitter data extraction Process 

 

4.2 Twitter Search API with Import Feed 

        It is the Twitter Search API in concurrence with Import Feed that serves to extract tweets 

in a structured and easily manageable format like CSV or XLS. To accomplish twitter data 

extraction, we first proceed to create a Google Spreadsheet with intent to capture twitter data 

attributed with time, username and text of all tweets corresponding to the links pertaining to a 

specified page. The Google spreadsheet columns are populated with labels viz. “Search 

criteria”, “Timestamp”, “Username” and “Tweet text” in order in the cells spanning from A1 

to D1. Following this the cells B2, C2, and D2 underneath column labels “Timestamp”, 

“Username”, “Tweet Text”, the following formulas are entered respectively as displayed in 

Figure 5 and 6. 
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Import Feed ("http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?rpp=20&page=1&q="&A2, "items 

created") 

Import Feed ("http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?rpp=20&page=1&q="&A2, "items 

author") 

Import Feed ("http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?rpp=20&page=1&q="&A2, "items title") 

 

A search query, for instance “Nokia” is then entered into cell A2. On trigger of the enter 

button, the results relevant to the query gets loaded into the spreadsheet. The extracted tweets 

are displayed in Figure 7. Readers may note that in order to search for hash tags and 

usernames, we need to use %23 instead of # and %40 instead of @. 

 

 

Figure 5. Example of Twitter search API using Google spreadsheet 

 

 

Figure 6. Depicting the Formula used in Twitter search API 

 

User tweet as extracted 

using Import Feed 

Formula 

used 
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Figure 7. Tweets extracted using Google Spreadsheets on “google.com” as a keyword 

 

The Twitter API programming is advantageous in the way it permits to add value to a 

collection of tweets as compared to non-programming techniques: 

 

 We can apply quality control rules that filter out false positives for the keywords we are 

using in our collection query. 

  A simple language detection algorithm promotes tweeting for explicit language, 

eliminating all other languages. 

 It is by the virtue of identification of spamming words and blacklisting them, a high 

percentage of spam tweets can be eradicated. 

 We can also exclude accounts that have a spammy profile or an account with recent 

existence since few days. 

 Usage of an influence algorithm, such as follower count or frequency of mentions, 

proves helpful to select tweets from the most influential users. 

 

5. Non-programming method of Twitter data extraction  

We use various sentiment tools as present over web for twitter data extraction under non 

programming techniques.  They are actually a time saver in order to get what users want. User 

only need to provide with a keyword for which one want to extract tweets and within a 

minute hundreds of tweets displayed on the user screen. Non-programming methods are easy 

and flexible to use but create difficulty in building a corpus. Some of the sentiment tools that 

can be used for the twitter data extraction include topsy in Figure 8, Streamcrab in Figure 9, 

Sentiment viz (virtualization) in Figure 10, trackur, Sentiment140, Tweet archivist. Topsy is 

good option to use if user wants large number of tweets on the given keyword while 

sentiment viz (virtualization) provides various different virtualization techniques to look 

tweets and user sentiments in better way. Hence, each sentiment tool is different from another 

to extract tweets and the choice of tool depends on the application. 

 

http://140dev.com/twitter-api-programming-blog/screening-a-tweet-stream-for-quality-control/
http://140dev.com/twitter-api-programming-blog/language-detection-for-tweets-part-1/
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Figure 8. Topsy 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Streamcrab 

 

Extracted tweets on 

Windows10 

Tweet in percentage, polarity sums, polarity trend over 

time and polarity distribution over time. 
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Figure 10. Sentiment Viz 

 

Figure 11. Sentiment 140 

 

 

 

Options available 

with Sentiment viz to 

represent tweets  

Windows 10 as a keyword to 

search tweets 
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6. Inference and future work 

    To perform opinion mining we have chosen Twitter, a popular micro blogging where 

millions of users share their opinions. In our research we have defined the programming 

method to extract twitter data using R packages and search API.  We have also discussed the 

various non-programming methods of tweets extraction. We use “Windows 10” as a keyword 

to extract tweets. The same customer feedback (opinion) on the product viz. windows 10 

would benefit the company manufacturing the product; improve its product quality, 

influencing its marketing. Hence, Opinion Mining aid in customer feedback phase during beta 

releases of the products. Our experimentation establishes the fact that programming technique 

proves better than non-programming technique for opinionated tweet mining. 

In future, the methodology for proceeding in direction will be to use the extracted tweets via 

R packages to build corpus. The collected corpus will then be used to perform sentiment 

analysis using classifiers (Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine Classifier). Our classifier 

will be able to determine the tweets as positive, negative or neutral, thereby, helping the end 

user to form a decisive opinion on the search query. 
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